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Abstract
This paper talks about a new approach to recognize named entities 
for Odia languages. This paper reports about the development of 
a NER system for Odia using Support Vector Machine (SVM). 
Named Entity Recognition (NER) aims to classify each word of 
a document into predefined target named entity classes. Starting 
with named entity annotated corpora and a set of features; it is 
required to build a base-line NER System. Then some language 
specific rules are added to the system to recognize some specific 
NE classes. Also it has been added some gazetteers and context 
patterns to the system to increase the performance. As identification 
of rules and context patterns requires language knowledge. To 
prepare rules and identify context patterns for Odia Language. The 
system is able to recognize two classes of NEs with 80% f-value, 
81% precision value, 80% recall value respectively.
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I. Introduction
Name entity recognition is a technique to classify or identify 
entity for particular domain also it is known as entity extraction. 
NER is an important task, having applications in Information 
Extraction, Question Answering, and Machine Translation and in 
most other NLP applications. This paper presents a NER system 
for one of the Indian Language i.e. Odia which is perform NE 
recognition three types of NEs – person, location and organization. 
In this work suitable features are identified for Odia NER task. 
Orthography features, suffix and prefix information, morphology 
information, part-of-speech information as well as information 
about the surrounding words and their tags are used to develop a 
SVM based NER System. It has defined some rules for person, 
location, organization classes. It has made gazetteers based 
identification for person, location, organization.
There are several classification methods which are successful 
to be applied on this task. Sitanath Biswas, et.al. [1] used Max 
Entropy model for hybrid NER for classification. Their approach 
can achieve higher precision and recall, when providing enough 
training data and appropriate error correction mechanism. Asif 
Ekbal, et. al. [2] used SVM for classification in Bengali NER 
with accuracy 91.8%. S. K. Saha,et. al. [3] used describes the 
development of Hindi NER using ME approach with accuracy 
81.51. They are tested taking 25k words having 4 classes. A. 
Goyal[4] has developed a system for NER for Hindi using CRF. 
This method was evaluated on test set1 and test set 2 and attains 
a maximum F1-measure around 49.2% and nested F1-measure 
around 50.1% for test set1 maximum F1-measure around 44.97% 
and nested F1-measure around 43.70% for test set2 and F-measure 
of 58.85% on development set. Saha et.al (2008) [4] has identified 
suitable features for Hindi NER task that are used to develop an ME 
based Hindi NER system. Two-phase transliteration methodology 
was used to make the English lists useful in the Hindi NER task. 

This system gives the accuracy with 81.2%. Various approaches 
used in NER system are Rule based, Handcraftted Approach, 
Machine Learing, Automated, Stastical approach, and Hybrid 
Model [5]. In Rule-Based approaches, a set of rules or patterns 
is defined to identify the named entities in a text. “sri/sriman/
srimati” are used to identify Name Entity, Nagar/Sahara/Vihar are 
also used to identify place entity. Hai Leong, Hwee Tou Ng[6] use 
Maximum Entropy Model to find NE (Global information) with 
just one classifier. Another research paper i.e.“A survey of named 
entity recognition and classification”, They present here a survey 
of fifteen years of research in the NERC field, from 1991 to 2006. 
While early systems were making use of handcrafted rule-based 
algorithms, modern systems most often resort to machine learning 
techniques. It has been surveyed these techniques as well as other 
critical aspects of NERC such as features and evaluation methods. 
They included various factors like Language factor, Textual genre, 
or Domain Factor, Entity type factor. It has survey these techniques 
as well as other resort to machine learning techniques as well as 
other critical aspects of NERC such as features and evaluation 
methods. Here Part of Speech Tagging is a important concept 
which is applied in my proposed system.
In this paper, Introduction is described in chapter 1, it described 
details about the NER and literature survey, next chapter 2 is 
Support Vector Machine which is used for classification, in chapter 
3 which described training data, it specially used for, data mapping 
with the test dataset, in chapter 4, Experimental result is showing 
for the proposed system and last the last chapter 5, which described 
the conclusion part.

II. Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machines is machine learning approach, basically 
used for classification and regression. SVMs are well known 
for their good generalization performance and also used for 
pattern recognition. The role of SVM in NLP is applied to text 
categorization, and gives the high accuracy with a large number 
of texts taken as features. I am defining very simple case – a two 
class problem where the classes are linearly separable. Let the 
data set D be given as (Xi,yi), (X2,y2)…..(XD, yD), where Xi is the 
set of training tuples with associated class labels yi,. Each yi can 
take one of two values, either +1 or -1(i.e., yi ∈ {+1,-1}. I see 
this is a 2-D data are linearly separable because a straight line can 
be drawn to separate all of the tuples of class +1 from all of the 
tuples of class -1. There are an infinite number of separating lines 
that could be drawn. It is to find the “best”, one, that is, will have 
the minimum classification error on previously unseen tuples. It 
uses the term “hyperplane” to refer to the decision boundary that 
is seeking, regardless of the input attributes.
An SVM approach this problem by searching for the Maximum 
Marginal Hyperplane.SVM searches for the hyperplane with 
the largest margin, that is, the Maximum Mariginal Hyperplane 
(MMH). The associated margin gives the largest separation 
between classes. A separating hyperplane can be written as
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W.X + b = 0,
Where W is a weight vector, W= {w1, w2,…,wn}; n is the number 
of attributes, and b is a bias,
Let's consider two input attributes, A1 and A2.
Training tuples are 2-D, e.g.
X={x1, x2}, Where x1, x2 are the values of attributes A1 and A2 
respectively for X.
The hyperplane equation W.X + w0 = 0, where W is weight and 
w0 is bias.
The hypothesis space under consideration is the set of 
functions:
F(X, W, w0) = sign (W.X + w0)
which classify data points based on whether the quantity W.X + 
w0 is +ve or –ve.
Ws. X + w0 > 0 for data points in C1 and Ws. X+ w0 < 0 for data 
points in C2
In Order to maximize the margins from the separating hyperplane 
to the nearest positive and negative data points. In other words 
it is necessary to find the maximum margins hyperplane for the 
given training set.

Fig. 1: Points Close to Hyperplane

The distance d+ = ║X+ - XΠ ║ =        1 
              ║ W ║
d+ is called the margin.
A similar argument can be made for data points on the negative 
side.
Here d- = d+
The total margin turns out to be M = d+ + d- =      2
        ║ W ║
If all the data points lie within an n-dimensional hypersphere of 
radius ρ, then the set of linear indicator functions,
FA = {f= sign (W. X + w0) | ║W║≤ A}
FAi = {f= sign (W. X + w0) | ║W║≤ Ai}, where A1 < A2 < A3 < 
........
The linear separable case is almost done. The last point is that 
given any unknown data point A, one can classify it using a linear 
indicator function.

where  is unit vector. ns = no. of support vector, w0 calculated 
averaging over all support vectors.
if y(X) is +1, X is classified as class C1.

if y(X) is -1, X is classified as class C2.

III. Training Data
It has been used our own training data set that was developed 
by ourselves in Odia. It gives the 100% correct result for our 
system.

It is mentioned the following set of features that have been applied 
to the NER task.

After POS tagging, the nominal word or surrounding word is • 
set to be +1 otherwise it is set to -1. This binary value used 
to all POS feature.
Person prefix word, if the prefix belongs to “sriman”, “srimati” • 
etc then set to +1. “Middle name” like “kumar”, “Ranjan”, 
“Prasad” etc appears inside the person name is set to be +1. 
Surname like “Das”, “mishra”, “sahoo” etc set to be +1.
Location name with suffix “nagar”, “sahara”, “podaa”, • 
“vihar” etc is set to be +1.
Organization name with suffix “mahabidyalaya”, “karjyalaya”, • 
“bidyalaya” etc is set to be +1, otherwise set to be -1.

All positive word used in the training set is consider as +1 and 
rest of the words consider as -1.

A. Features
It is identified various features to find NE for Odia language 
that is mentioned below, here place name, person name and 
organization name is identified. Various rules are mentioned in 
this paper. Any odia word which are associated with its prefix 
or suffix word i.e. “Desha/Country”, “Rajya/State”, “Anchala/
Area”, “Jilla/District”, “Sadar mahakumaa/Dist. Head quarter”, 
“Grama/Village”, “panchayata/Panchayata”, “Pradesh/State”, 
“Sahara/Town”, and some extra words which is belongs to 
“Nagara”, “Vihara”, “Pura”,”Podaa” also used to identify place 
name. Any Odia words which are associated with “Sriman”, 
“Srimati”, “Kumara”, “Kumari”, “Ranjan”, used to identify 
person Name. Some of the Bivokti in Odia used to identify also 
person name, like „ku‟,„re‟, „ro‟. Any Odia words which are 
associated with “Bidyalaya/School”, “MahaBidyalaya/College”, 
“VishwaBidyalaya/University”, “Kaarjyalaya/Office”, are used to 
identify organization name.

The following flowchart to find NE.

Fig. 2: Flowchart of Finding NER
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B. Suffix & Prefix
Some suffix & prefix alphabets are used to identify NE which are 
mentioned in the features. Firstly a fixed length word suffix of the 
current and surrounding words are used as features.

C. Part of Speech Tagging
POS tagging is used to find out noun, verb. The POS of the current 
word and the surrounding words may be useful feature for NER. 
Odia POS tagger using ANN is used here. The Tagset of the tagger 
contains 28 tags. The POS values of the current and surrounding 
tokens as features is used here.

D. Root Word
Morphological analyzer is used to find root words by eliminating 
suffix-prefix method from a word.

E. Algorithm
The proposed algorithm used for finding the NE is as follows. 
Firstly the entire Odia Text is entered by user, and then it is divided 
into six steps which is described in the following algorithm.
Step 1. Enter a text.
Step 2. Convert entire text into token by tokenization.
Step 3. Finding root word using morphological analysis.
Step 3. Compare each word with our valid features.
Step 4. Extract the features from the each and every word.
Step 5. Compare each word with the training data set.
Step 6. Find the exact Name Entity.

IV. Experimental Result
Odia news corpus is used to identify the test set for NER experiment. 
Out of one lakhs word forms, a set of one thousand word forms 
has been manually annotated with the 10 tags initially. In our 
system it is used so many important features to find NE. It is 
already described the possible features just before for our Odia 
language. For the classification of NE, the SVM technique is used. 
Precision, Recall, and F_Score formula are also used for accuracy. 
Mathematical equations which are getting from SVM, giving 
proper classification. Construction of SVM, taking training set.

 Where Xk € IRn, dk € {-1,+1}
Minimize, ψ (W) = ½║W║2, subject to the constraints di (Xi.W+ 
w0) – 1 ≥ 0, i= 0,1,2…Q.
The objective was to maximize the margin 1/ ║W║. Since the 
square root is monotonic function, one can switch to ║W║2 instead 
of ║W║, and in order to minimize ½ ║W║2.
To solve this optimization problem, the technique of Lagrange 
multiplier is used to turn here. It uses because of easier to handle. 
Also to find the accuracy, use the mathematically formula of 
precision, recall, F_score.
Precision = {Rel. doc ∩ Ret. doc} / {Ret. doc}
Recall = {Rel. doc ∩ Ret. doc} / {Rel. doc}
F_Score = (Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision) / 2
For Exp: - ଶ୍ର ୀମ ା ନ୍  ହ  ରପ୍ରସାଦ  ଜ ଣେ  ଭଲ ବଂଶୀବାଦକ (Sriman Hariprasad 
jone volo gayaka / Sriman Hariprasad is a good singer). Here 
Hariprasad (ହ ର ପ୍ର ସ ା ଦ) is Person Name Entity. ହ ରପ୍ ରସ ାଦ ଙ୍କ ଘ 

ର ଭ ବ ଣେଶ ର ଣ ର (Hariprasad nko ghara Bhubaneswar / Hariprasad‟s 
home is at Bhubaneswar). Here Bhubaneswar (ଭ ବ ଣେଶ ର) is Location 
Name Entity. ଣ ର ଣ ଭ ୋ ମ ହ ାବ ଦ ୟ ାଳ ୟ ଣ ର  ଣ ସ ପାଠ ପ ଢଥଣି ଲ (Revenshaw 
mahabidyalaya re se patho podhithile  / He has read at Revenshaw 
University). Here Reveshaw (ଣ ର ଣ ଭ ୋ) is Organization Name 
Entity.

Fig. 3: Analysis of the Proposed System

V. Conclusion
Our proposed system is to identify NE very accurately with 
accuracy 82% without any error. It is conclude that Odia language 
is not much researched for NER for various reasons such as 
agglutinative nature and different kinds of writing styles. Around 
5 lakhs Odia corpora are collected from Odia news paper, and 
tested it very carefully by our proposed system using SVM. NER 
is applicable in various field of NLP like parser design, Word sense 
disambiguation, Information Retrieval, Question Answering, It is 
further to be used in making a robust Odia Parser.
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